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Abstract 

 

 Contrary to common belief that the nucleotide sequ ences only 

encode proteins, there are numerous additional code s, each code of a 

different nature. The codes, at DNA, RNA, and prote in sequence levels, 

are superposed, that is, the same nucleotide in a g iven sequence may be 

simultaneously involved in several different encode d functions, at 

different levels. Such coexistence is possible due to degeneracy of the 

messages present in the sequence. Protein sequences  are degenerate as 

well: involved not only in the functions related to  the protein, but 

also adjusting to sequence requirements at the DNA level.   
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Introduction 

 

All manifestations of life, from elementary biomole cular 

interactions to human behavior, are tightly associa ted if not in full 

command of sequence-specific interactions. Nucleic acid or protein 

sequence patterns involved in the molecular or high er level functions 

stand for the sequence codes of the functions. The genome that carries 

or encodes all these sequence patterns is, thus, a compact, intricately 

organized, informational depot. To single out all m ajor sequence codes 

and to trace them in action may be viewed as the ma jor challenge of 

modern molecular biology, sequence biology. 

The nucleotide sequences, thus, not only encode pro teins as an 

inexperienced reader of textbooks would think. Vari ous sequence 

instructions are  read from the DNA, RNA, or protein molecule each in  

its own way, via one or another specific molecular interaction or a 

whole network of the interactions. In the triplet c ode the reading 

device is the ribosome. In gene splicing the sequen ce signals are 

recognized by the spliceosome. There are also numer ous relatively 

simple sequence–specific DNA–protein and RNA-protei n interactions, 

where the respective sequences are read  by a single protein. 

After the triplet code was spectacularly  cracked (Khorana et al. 

1966; Nirenberg et al. 1966; Ochoa et al. 1963), th e impact of this 

event was such that nobody could even think of othe r possible codes. 

The triplet code was even called "genetic code", in  other words the 

only code, not leaving any room for doubts. And all ear ly history of 

bioinformatics revolved around this single code (Tr ifonov 2000a). Yet, 

already in 1968 R. Holliday noted almost en passant  that, perhaps, 

recombination signals in yeast may reside on the sa me sequence that 
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encodes proteins (Holliday 1968). This remark not o nly introduced the 

notion of other possible codes, but also the overla pping of different 

codes on the same sequence. The existence of codes,  other than the 

classical translation triplet code, is already sugg ested by degeneracy 

of the triplet code (Schaap 1971). Freedom in the c hoice of codons 

allows significant changes in the nucleotide sequen ce without changing 

the encoded protein sequence. This makes it possibl e, in principle, to 

utilize the interchangeable bases of the mRNA seque nce for some 

additional, different codes. In this case, the code s would coexist in 

interspersed form as mosaics of two or more "colors ". It is known today 

that a more general and wide-spread case is when th e codes literally 

overlap so that some letters in specific positions of a given sequence 

(nucleotides or amino acids) are simultaneously inv olved in two or more 

different codes (sequence patterns). Such is the ca se with the 

coexisting triplet code and chromatin code - sequen ce instructions for 

nucleosome positioning (Trifonov 1980; Mengeritsky and Trifonov 1983). 

This was the first demonstration of the actual exis tence (Trifonov 

1981) of the hypothetical overlapping codes. Sequen ces that do not 

encode proteins, despite their traditional classifi cation as non–

coding, carry some important messages (codes) as we ll. Especially 

striking are the cases of sequence conservation in the non-coding 

regions (Koop and Hood 1994), suggesting that the s o-called non-coding 

sequences are associated with some function. 

Amongst known general sequence codes, other than th e triplet 

code, are transcription signals ( transcription code) in promoters such 

as TATAAA–box in eukaryotes, and TATAAT– and TTGACA –boxes in bacteria 

coding for initiation of transcription. Another bro adly known sequence 

code is the gene splicing code, the GT–AG rule (Breathnach and Chambon 

1981) and some sequence preferences around the intr on–exon junctions. A 
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complex set of sequence rules describes details of DNA shape important 

for DNA–protein interactions and DNA folding in the  cell.  

At the level of amino acid sequences the most impor tant is the 

protein folding code, which is not yet described as sequence pattern. 

One can single out the modular component of the fol ding code - 

organization of the globular proteins as linear suc cession of the 

modules in the form of loops of 25 - 30 residues cl osed at the ends by 

interactions between hydrophobic residues (Berezovs ky et al. 2000; 

Berezovsky and Trifonov 2002). The 3-D structure of  proteins appears to 

be encoded largely by a binary code (Trifonov et al. 2001; Trifonov 

2006; Gabdank et al. 2006) that, essentially, reduc es the 20-letter 

alphabet to only two letters, for non-polar and pol ar residues (more 

accurately - residues encoded by codons with pyrimi dine or purine in 

the middle). The binary code also suggests the ance stral form for any 

given sequence. 

As the carriers of instructions the biological sequ ences may be 

considered a language. Indeed, according to an appe aling definition of 

Russian philosopher V. Nalimov (1981), language is a communication  

tool to carry instructions to the operator at the r eceiving end. Such 

languages as computer programs (frequently called " codes" as well) and 

written (spoken) human languages convey instruction s expressed in the 

form of one code, for one reading device that takes  consecutively 

letter by letter, word by word, until the transmitt ed command is fully 

uttered. As mentioned above, a unique property of t he biological 

sequences is the superposition of the codes they ca rry. That is, the 

same sequence is meant to be read by several readin g devices, each 

geared to its own specific code. Many cases of such  overlapping are 

known (Trifonov 1981; Normark et al. 1983). The ove rlapping is possible 

due to degeneracy of the codes. There is, of course , an informational 
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limit for such superposition, when the freedoms of degeneracy become 

insufficient to accommodate additional messages wit hout loss of quality 

of many or all other messages present.  

 

Hierarchy of the codes 

 

The commonly considered information flow from DNA t o RNA and to 

protein is accompanied by massive loss of the seque nces involved. 

Indeed, not all DNA is transcribed, nor is the whol e mass of RNA 

transcripts translated. This is especially obvious in eukaryotic 

genomes that contain large intergenic regions, and large intervening 

sequences that are passed from DNA to pre-mRNA. Is that loss of 

sequences also a loss of information? The multiplic ity of the codes and 

their superposition suggest that some information i s lost, indeed, 

together with those sequences that are not transcri bed and not 

translated. In other words, DNA carries the sequenc e codes, serving at 

the DNA level, of which some are transferred to pre -mRNA. The sequences 

of the transcripts carry codes serving at RNA level , of which some are 

passed to the protein sequences, via mRNA. One, thu s, has to consider 

the codes characteristic for the three sequence lev els, hierarchically. 

One could think of yet higher level codes, beyond t he purely 

molecular level. Among them would be organ/tissue-s pecific codes, i. e. 

genomic sequence features characteristic for one or  another 

physiological function. These could be specifically  placed tandem 

repeats, dispersed repeats, amplified genes or whol e groups of genes. 

One could also imagine "personal code(s)" - various  sequence details 

responsible for individual traits, such as distinct  facial features 

(Fondon and Garner 2004) and mimic (Peleg et al. 20 06), body set, 

favorite postures and gestures and, perhaps, person al behavioral 
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traits. Well documented existence of population-spe cific genetic 

diseases and disorders indicates that there are als o sequence features 

responsible for ethnicity traits. These may include  also specific 

sequence polymorphisms and, perhaps, some "guest" s equences present in 

one ethnical group and absent in others. The higher  level codes are 

likely to become a major focus of molecular medicin e in coming decades. 

In the mean time the sequence codes of molecular le vels are still 

struggling to make it from singular to plural. 

 

DNA level codes 

 

The DNA structure is not monotonously uniform. It i s modulated by 

the sequence–dependent local deviations from standa rd geometry, which 

may accumulate, for example, to a net DNA curvature  (Trifonov and 

Sussman 1980). Geometry of every base–pair step in the simple wedge 

model is described by three angles – wedge roll, we dge tilt, and twist. 

By following the sequence and deflecting the DNA ax is at every step, 

according to the wedge and twist angles from the ta ble of the 

dinucleotide codons (Bolshoy et al. 1991; Trifonov 1991), one can 

calculate the predicted path of DNA axis - its loca l shape for any 

given sequence (Shpigelman et al. 1993). Hence, DNA shape code. 

 The  chromatin code is a set of rules directing sequence–specific 

positioning of the nucleosomes. Sequence–dependent deformational 

anisotropy (bendability) of DNA appears to be an un derlying principle 

of the nucleosome sequence specificity (Trifonov 19 80). As the strands 

of the nucleosome DNA follow the path of the deform ed DNA duplex, they 

pass through inner contact points with histones (in terface positions) 

and outward points (exposed to nucleoplasm). Variou s sequence elements, 

that prefer the inner or outward positions would, t hus, ideally, 
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reappear in the sequence at the distances that are multiples of 

nucleosome DNA period. Indeed, the sequence periodi city is the most 

conspicuous feature of the nucleosome DNA sequences  (Trifonov and 

Sussman 1980). According to the latest updates (Coh anim et al. 2005, 

2006a; Kogan and Trifonov 2006; Trifonov et al. 200 6a), there are at 

least three major periodical patterns in the nucleo some DNA: counter-

phase AA/TT pattern, counter-phase GG/CC pattern (b oth combined in 

RR/YY pattern), and in-phase AA/TT pattern. Several  other possible 

patterns are discussed in literature (reviewed in K iyama and Trifonov 

2002; Segel et al. 2006).  

An important issue in the elucidation of the chroma tin sequence 

code is mandatory weakness of the nucleosome positi oning sequence 

signal. This is required by the necessity of unfold ing the nucleosomes 

during template processes. That is, the DNA complex es with the histone 

cores in the nucleosomes should be of marginal stab ility only. 

Accordingly, the sequence elements associated with the DNA bendability 

should be rather scarce in the nucleosome DNA seque nce, especially 

those elements that are strong contributors to the bendability. 

Regrettably, it makes the deciphering of the nucleo some positioning 

code quite a challenge. 

One of the factors influencing the nucleosome posit ioning is 

sterical exclusion of the nucleosomes by other nucl eosomes, neighbors 

in 3-D space (Ulanovsky and Trifonov 1986). The mos t obvious sterical 

rule is the rule of linkers, first formulated and e xperimentally 

observed by Noll et al. (1981). Since every extra b ase pair in the 

linker causes rotation of the nucleosome around the  axis of the linker 

by ~34°, the rotation may result in a sterical clas h between the 

nucleosomes connected by the common linker. This ef fect, indeed, is 

observed at short linkers. It is expressed in prefe rential appearance 
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of the linkers of lengths about 5 to 11, 16 to 21, and 26 to 31 bases 

(Noll et al. 1981; Mengeritsky and Trifonov 1983; U lanovsky and 

Trifonov 1986; Cohanim et al. 2006a). Intermediate linker lengths are 

forbidden due to the sterical clashes ("interpenetr ation" of the 

nucleosomes). The rule of linkers, thus, is an impo rtant part of the 

chromatin code.  

 

RNA level codes 

 

Those messages contained in the transcribed DNA are  passed to 

RNA. The transcribed DNA, thus, contains overlappin g messages of both 

DNA and RNA levels. The major mRNA level message is  the classical 

triplet code – RNA-to-protein translation code. The chapters about this 

code appear in every textbook on molecular biology,  and it will not be 

described here.   

Eukaryotic transcripts also carry the RNA splicing code. This 

code is only poorly described (Breathnach and Chamb on 1981; Mount 

1982), so that existing sequence-based algorithms a re not sufficient 

for detection of the splice sites in the sequences with as high 

precision as in natural splicing process.  

 Overlapping with the protein-coding message, seque nce of codons-

triplets, is the universal 3-base periodicity with the consensus (G-

nonG-N) n  (Trifonov 1987) or, more accurately, (GCU) n  (Lagunez-Otero 

and Trifonov 1992). Since the mRNA binding sites in  the ribosome 

possess a complementary periodicity (xxC) n, with obligatory cytosines 

complementary to the frequent guanines of the first  codon positions in 

mRNA, these 3-base periodicities have been interpre ted as a device to 

maintain correct reading frame during translation o f mRNA – the framing 

code (Trifonov 1987). As described below, the periodica l pattern (GCU) n 
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in mRNA appears to be a fossil of very ancient orga nization of codons 

(Trifonov and Bettecken 1997).  

 The usage of codons corresponding to the same amin o acid is known 

to be different for different organisms and even di fferent genes. Among 

the alternative codons the rare codons are of speci al interest. Their 

occurrence along the mRNA sequence is not random. I t is shown, for 

example, that clusters of infrequently used codons in prokaryotic mRNA 

often follow at a distance about 150 triplets from one another. This is 

interpreted as translation pausing code, to slow down the translation 

after a protein domain (fold) is synthesized: to gi ve the newly 

synthesized chain sufficient time for its proper fo lding (Makhoul and 

Trifonov 2002). 

 

Codes of protein sequences  

 

According to common belief, the protein sequence ca rries 

instructions on how the polypeptide chain folds, fo r the reliable 

performance of respective function of the protein, encoded in the 

sequence as well. At the same time, it is well know n that proteins with 

the same fold and the same function may have rather  different 

sequences. As in the case of the triplet code, this  degeneracy of the 

protein sequence may allow incorporation in the sam e sequence of some 

additional messages. 

The protein folding code is a major challenge for the protein 

structure community. There are plenty of sophistica ted approaches 

offering partial solutions of the problem, but the conclusive sequence 

rules for protein folding are still to be found.  

An apparent major obstacle is estimated colossal ti me required 

for the unfolded polypeptide chain to go through al l intermediate 
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states until the final native fold structure is rea ched - the so-called 

Levinthal paradox. Some trick of nature, a special sequence 

organization should be there, in the protein sequen ces, to ensure the 

folding in realistic time of milliseconds to second s. One possible way 

out is suggested by modular organization of the pro tein folds 

(Berezovsky and Trifonov 2002). Indeed, if the chai n length of the 

module is 20-30 amino acid residues, the time requi red for its folding 

fits well to the realistic limits. And, as numerous  recent studies 

demonstrate, globular proteins are built of such modules of standard 

size 25-30 residues in form of closed loops (Berezo vsky et al. 2000; 

Trifonov and Berezovsky 2003; Berezovsky et al. 200 3a, 2003b; 

Aharonovsky and Trifonov 2005; Sobolevsky and Trifo nov 2006).   

 The modular structure of proteins suggests a princ ipally new, 

compressed way of presentation of amino acid sequen ces as rather  

sequences of the modules, descendants of the early 

sequence/structure/function prototypes (Berezovsky et al. 2003a, 

2003b), in a new alphabet of the prototypes. This w ould represent the 

proteomic code contained in the amino acid sequences. The prototy pe 

modules, then, would appear as the codons of the pr oteomic code.  

 

Fast adaptation code 

 

This code resides and functions in all three types of genetic 

sequences. It is believed to be responsible for spe cial type of quick, 

significant changes in the sequences, apparently, i n response to 

environmental changes. It involves the most variabl e sequences – simple 

tandem repeats of the structure (AB…MN) n. Remarkably, the information 

carried in the sequences resides not as much in the  sequence AB…MN of 

the repeating unit, as rather in the copy number n of the repeats 
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(Trifonov 1989, 2004). Indeed, after the spontaneou s change in the 

repeating sequence, its extension or shortening, th e sequence in 

brackets stays intact while the copy number n becomes larger or 

smaller, respectively. Since the repeats are involv ed in gene 

expression in one or another way, the change of n results in the 

modulation of gene activities, as a response to env ironmental 

challenges, and thus in fast adaptation (Trifonov 1 989, 1990, 1999, 

2004; Holliday 1991; King 1994; Künzler et al. 1995 , King et al. 1997). 

An important faculty of this mechanism is an appare nt directionality of 

the mutational changes of this type (Trifonov 2004) . Indeed, small 

variations in the n values corresponding to repeats serving genes 

irrelevant to a given environmental stress do not change the expression 

patterns of these genes. On the contrary, if relevant, responsive genes 

are involved, the copy numbers of the respective re peats become subject 

of systematic selection towards better repeat copy number (better gene 

expression) patterns. The relevant genes (but only relevant ones) 

become, thus, retuned (King et al. 1997; Trifonov 1 999).  

 

The codes of evolutionary past 

 

Every sequence has its evolutionary history, and th ose sequences  

or sequence fragments, that have been successful in  the earliest times 

of molecular evolution, are, perhaps, still around in hidden form or 

even unchanged since those times. The proteomic cod e described above is 

an example of such code of evolutionary record. The  modern sequence 

modules are not the same as their ancestral prototy pes, but a certain 

degree of resemblance to the ancestors is conserved  allowing 

classification of present-day modules.  
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The earliest traced sequence elements go back to th e very first 

codons, which are described as the triplets GGU, GC C, and their point 

mutational versions (Trifonov and Bettecken 1997). More detailed 

reconstruction confirmed this conclusion (Trifonov 2000b, 2004). 

According to the reconstruction of the earliest sta ges of molecular 

evolution, the very first "genes" had a duplex stru cture with 

complementary sequences (GGC) n and (GCC) n, encoding, respectively, Gly n 

and Ala n. Thus, the mRNA consensus (GCU) n and the consensus (xxC) n of the 

mRNA binding sites in the ribosome are both fossils  of the earliest 

mRNA sequences (Trifonov 1987; Lagunez-Otero and Tr ifonov 1992; 

Trifonov and Bettecken 1997).  

The size of the earliest minigenes, as it turns out , can be 

estimated by distance analysis of modern mRNA seque nces (Trifonov et 

al. 2001). For this purpose the sequences were firs t rewritten in 

binary form, in an alphabet of two letters, G and A , for Gly series of 

amino acids and codons and Ala series (see above). Respective codons 

contain in their middle positions either purines (i n G) or pyrimidines 

(in A). From the reconstructed chart of evolution of the  codons 

(Trifonov 2000b, 2004), it follows that all codons of G-series are 

descendants of the GGC codon, with purine in the mi ddle, while codons 

of A-series originate from GCC codon, with pyrimidine i n the middle. If 

the products of very first genes had the structures  either G n or A n, of 

a certain size n, then after fusion of the minigene s the alternating 

patterns GnAnGnAn... may have been formed. Later mutations could, of  

course, have completely destroyed this pattern, but  they did not. 

Analysis of large ensembles of the mRNA sequences s howed that the 

pattern did survive, though in rather hidden form ( Berezovsky and 

Trifonov 2001; Trifonov et al. 2001) so that the es timation of the very 

first gene size became possible - 6-7 codons encodi ng hexa- and hepta-
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peptides. This estimate is strongly supported by in dependent 

calculation of the sizes of the most ancient mRNA h airpins that arrived 

at the same minigene size (Gabdank et al. 2006; Tri fonov et al. 2006b). 

Moreover, most conserved oligopeptide sequences, pr esent in every 

prokaryotic proteome, also have the size of 6-9 ami no acids (Sobolevsky 

and Trifonov 2005, Sobolevsky et al., manuscript in  preparation). 

The ancient conservation of the middle purines and pyrimidines in 

the codons during the evolution of the codon table,  actually, has very 

much survived till now. This is confirmed by an ana lysis of amino acid 

substitutions in modern proteins (Trifonov 2006; Ga bdank et al. 2006). 

Every modern protein sequence, thus, can be written  in the A and G 

alphabet. Such presentations of modern sequences in  the binary code 

would suggest the most ancient version of the seque nces.  

The binary code, the mosaic of A- and G-minigenes, and the 

proteomic code describe various stages of protein e volution, from 

simple to more complex. Today one can also detect t he next stage - 

combining the closed loop modules in the protein fo lds, domains. 

First, the next level is seen already in protein si zes, which appear to 

be multiples of 120-150 amino acid units (Berman et  al. 1994; Kolker et 

al., 2002). This size is a good match to the optima l DNA ring closure 

size, about 400 base pairs (Shore et al., 1981). Th is attractive 

numerology may well reflect original formation of m odern genes and 

genomes by fusion of individual DNA circles (genome  units) of this 

standard size (Trifonov, 1995, 2002). This would co nstitute the genome 

segmentation code. How this code is expressed in the sequence form i s 

not yet specified, except for preferential appearan ce of methionines 

(former translation starts) at genome unit size dis tances (Kolker and 

Trifonov 1995). 
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Superposition of the codes and interactions between  them  

 

As most of the codes described above are degenerate , allowing 

alternative or sometimes even wrong letters here an d there, they may 

coexist as a superposition of several codes, on the  same sequence 

(reviewed in Normark et al. 1983; Trifonov 1981, 19 89, 1996, 1997). The most 

spectacular case is the overlapping of the chromati n code (nucleosome 

positioning) with protein coding and gene splicing.  Indeed, the 

alternating AA/TT nucleosome pattern is demonstrate d to be located 

largely, if not fully, on those sections of the pro tein-coding regions 

that correspond to amphipathic α-helices (Cohanim et al. 2006a, b). The 

third positions of the codons within the region occ upied by the 

nucleosome are responsible as well for the creation  of the periodical 

AA/TT pattern. Moreover, even the encoded amino aci d sequence is also 

biased to a certain degree to contribute to the nuc leosome sequence 

pattern (Cohanim et al. 2006b). In addition, the nu cleosomes are 

preferentially centered at the splice junctions, ap parently for their 

protection (Denisov et al. 1997; Kogan and Trifonov  2005). Since the 

coding sequences also carry at least one more messa ge - translation 

framing, the nucleosome sequences display superposi tion of at least 

four different codes, on the same sequence. 

The adjustment of the protein sequence, to contribu te to the DNA 

sequence periodicity, both in prokaryotes and in eu karyotes (Cohanim et 

al. 2006b), is an interesting case. Apparently, on one hand, the 10-11 

base DNA sequence periodicity is of no less importa nce for the cell 

than the proteins encoded in the DNA sequence. On t he other hand, this 

example of interactions between the codes shows tha t the DNA sequence 

level message is projected all the way through mRNA  to the protein 
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sequence level. The latter one, thus, carries (refl ects) the sequence 

patterns of the whole hierarchy - of DNA, RNA, and protein levels. 

A neat example of the overlapping at the level of p rotein 

sequences is the "moonlighting" of intrinsically un folded proteins, IUP  

(Tompa et al. 2005). That is, the same molecule of the IUP, the same 

sequence, can be involved in more than one function , thus, carrying 

different superimposed messages. Structural and fun ctional promiscuity 

of the intrinsically unfolded proteins is carried t hrough, perhaps, 

since the earliest times of molecular evolution. Hi ghly structured 

functionally specialized proteins were not yet arou nd, and the multi-

functionality of simpler IUP molecules was of an ob vious advantage for 

survival.    

 

Is that all? 

 

There are still many non-deciphered codes around. N ature would 

utilize every useful combination of letters. This i s because of eternal 

molecular opportunism (Doolittle 1988) that drives the molecules of 

life towards better and more diverse performance in  the challenging 

conditions of the changing environment. In this str uggle for survival 

(natural selection) and for better well being (oppo rtunism) living 

matter developed intricate levels of complexity, in cluding sequence 

complexity. It would be naive to say that all the c odes are already 

known, as it was, indeed, naive to content oneself with the single 

"genetic code" 30 years ago. 

On the one hand, there are sequence biases and patt erns that are 

still not fully explained, such as species-specific  G+C content of 

genomes - genomic code (D'Onofrio and Bernardi 1992 ), and general 

avoidance of the CG dinucleotides. On the other han d, many of the known 
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molecular functions still do not have explicit sequ ence descriptions, 

such as RNA interference (Fire et al. 1998) or RNA editing (Gott and 

Emeson 2000). The so-called non-coding sequences ha ve the provocative 

property of being rather dispensable, though they d o carry some of the 

codes described in the review (chromatin code, fast  adaptation code). 

The famous case of the Fugu-fish genome, with the r educed amount of 

non-coding sequences in it (Aparicio et al. 2002), is often taken as an 

example of a seemingly insignificant role the non-c oding sequences 

play. Yet, it is known that the non-coding sequence s harbor various 

repeats, of dispersed type (transposons), and tande m repeats. It is 

also known that transposable elements play an impor tant role in 

evolution and adaptation (Reanney 1976). The tandem  repeats serve as 

tuners of gene expression (Trifonov 1989, 2004; Kin g et al. 1997; 

Fondon and Garner 2004)(see Fast adaptation code, above). Could it be 

that the Fugu-fish is in an evolutionary steady sta te, with virtually 

no need for adaptive sequence changes? That could b e only if there are 

no environmental challenges for this species. Indee d, the small-genome 

Fugu-fish has a narrow habitat (Hinegardner 1976), living only in coral 

reefs with well defined fauna, around the islands o f Japan. Thus, even 

dispensable sequences deserve respect, as they seem  to code for the 

vital ability for adaptation. 

The conspicuously primitive simple tandem repeats a re the best 

advocates in favor of all sequences, no matter how nonsensical, 

primitive, or even dispensable they appear. In a re cent study (Bacolla 

et al. 2006), the pure purine or pyrimidine repeats  are shown to be the 

only difference between human and chimpanzee sequen ces (over 800 large 

segments studied). The repeats are also the same, b ut the copy numbers 

of the repeat units (total lengths of the repeat re gions) are different 

in these two species. Referring to the fast adaptat ion code (above), 
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one would think that humans and chimpanzees are nea rly the same 

species, only well adapted to completely different living conditions. 

So much for even the primitive sequences. 

The answer to the question in the title of this sec tion, thus, is 

firm "No". 
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